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Moviegoers have been offered
rolling seats, 3D glasses and even
rain and smells in recent years as

theater chains seek to fill seats. Now
comes an immersive experience that gets
its US launch in Los Angeles next week. It
features laser projection and giant LED
panels that line each side of the auditorium
and fill a moviegoer’s peripheral vision.

The panels extract colors from the
screen and project them around the audi-
ence. “It gives you a feeling of being im-
mersed in the film,” said Shelby Russell,
senior vice president of marketing at AEG
and the LA Live entertainment district in
downtown Los Angeles. “It makes you
more engaged in the film in a very immer-
sive way so it sets the mood throughout
the entire auditorium,” Russell told
Reuters Television.

The Immersive Cinema Experience
(ICE), first launched in France two years
ago by movie chain CGR Cinemas, will
make its US debut on Dec 12 at a single
venue in Los Angeles for adventure movie

“Jumanji: The Next Level,” starring
Dwayne Johnson, Jack Black and Kevin
Hart. Moviegoers will be charged an addi-
tional $6 for the experience, which CGR
Cinemas plans to expand to other theaters
around the United States. It takes a swift
three weeks to convert a feature film into
an immersive experience, with action films
working best.

“The films on ICE must be the films that
have action, color and movement,” said Jo-
celyn Bouyssy, managing director of CGR
Cinemas. “It really needs movement of the
camera - ‘Mission: Impossible,’ ‘Jumanji,’
films like that.” The technology is coming
to the United States as movie theaters face
increasing competition for audiences from
streaming platforms like Netflix and Dis-
ney+. “We do believe that providing
unique experiences is a way to draw
moviegoers to movie theaters, and ICE is
a great example of that, and this is an ex-
perience you can’t get at home,” said
Shelby. — Reuters

Since 1978, researchers have scooped up
and measured tens of thousands of birds
that died after crashing into buildings in

Chicago during spring and fall migrations. Their
work has documented what might be called the
incredible shrinking bird. A study published on
Wednesday involving 70,716 birds killed from
1978 through 2016 in such collisions in the third-
largest US city found that their average body
sizes steadily declined over that time, though
their wingspans increased.

The results suggest that a warming climate is
driving down the size of certain bird species in
North America and perhaps around the world,
the researchers said. They cited a phenomenon
called Bergmann’s rule, in which individuals
within a species tend to be smaller in warmer re-
gions and larger in colder regions, as reason to
believe that species may become smaller over
time as temperatures rise.

The study focused on 52 species - mostly
songbirds dominated by various sparrows, war-
blers and thrushes - that breed in cold regions of
North America and spend their winters in loca-
tions south of Chicago. The researchers meas-
ured and weighed a parade of birds that crashed
into building windows and went splat onto the

ground. Over the four decades, body size de-
creased in all 52 species. The average body mass
fell by 2.6%. Leg bone length dropped by 2.4%.
The wingspans increased by 1.3%, possibly to
enable the species to continue to make long mi-
grations even with smaller bodies.

“In other words, climate change seems to be
changing both the size and shape of these species,”
said biologist Brian Weeks of the University of
Michigan’s School for Environment and Sustain-
ability, lead author of the study published in the
journal Ecology Letters. “Virtually everyone
agrees that the climate is warming, but examples
of just how that is affecting the natural world are
only now coming to light,” added Dave Willard,
collections manager emeritus at the Field Museum
in Chicago who measured all the birds.

The study provides fresh evidence of worri-
some trends for North American birds. A study
published in September documented a 29%
avian population drop in the United States and
Canada since 1970 and a net loss of about 2.9
billion birds. “I think the message to take away is
this,” Weeks said. “As humans change the world
at an unprecedented rate and scale, there are
likely widespread and consistent biotic re-
sponses to environmental change.” —Reuters
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Standing at the foot of the towering Great
Sphinx of Giza, Zahi Hawass revels in his
reputation as an indefatigable yet contro-

versial figure in the enigmatic world of Egyptol-
ogy. With the early morning sun-kissed pyramids
behind him, the 72-year-old dubbed “the Egypt-
ian Indiana Jones” posed casually for photos
sporting his trademark cowboy hat. “This is a
real archaeologist’s hat. Harrison Ford’s was a
fake,” he joked with AFP, referring to the Amer-
ican actor and star of the Indiana Jones movies.
Hawass, who has appeared in dozens of docu-
mentaries about ancient Egypt, is himself a star
attraction for a luxury archaeological tour or-
ganized by an operator based in Poland. 

A larger-than-life character, who sees himself
as “the custodian of Egyptian antiquities”, he
evokes in the same breath ancient deities and
Pharaohs as well as his own name. Regaling tour
participants with stories of his archaeological
adventures, he boasts of his international
achievements and cheerfully poses for selfies.
The high energy show is all part of his rambunc-
tious performance for the eager crowd who fork
out almost 10,000 US dollars each for two
weeks of travel basking in his knowledge on all
things Pharaonic. 

‘I found my passion’ 
Despite his swagger, Hawass says he never

once imagined he would have such a meteoric
rise in the often dry and dusty world of archae-
ology. “When I was young, I wanted to be a
lawyer... I was a very bad student,” he told AFP.
On a whim, a few friends advised him to study
archaeology, and he fell instantly in love.

One day while out on a dig everything clicked

when he uncovered a statue. “I thought to myself,
I’ve found my passion,” he said. Today several
decades later, he divides his time between digs
in southern Egypt, his Cairo office, a daily sports
workout and a multitude of prestigious confer-
ences both at home and abroad. But his flamboy-
ant showmanship when enthusiastically
unearthing Egypt’s ancient treasures to a global
audience has ruffled many in his esteemed aca-
demic community.

Some peers accuse him of being a business-

man cashing in on his celebrity. And he admits
that $150 per entrance ticket to one of his con-
ferences is a little steep. But to those who accuse
him of lacking empirical rigor in his fieldwork, he
hits back and points to his many awards. “I have
made some major discoveries,” he said citing the
tombs of the pyramid builders in Giza in the
1990s or the golden mummies of Bahariya Oasis,
eastern Egypt, in 1996. 

Fayza Haikal, professor of Archeology at the
American University of Cairo (AUC), said his re-

search methods are “serious”. “Like all stars, he
has his fans and detractors,” she said. Hourig
Sourouzian, a renowned Armenian archaeologist
working in Upper Egypt, is more generous in his
assessment. He maintains Hawass has been a dy-
namic “engine” for Egyptology, translating to lu-
crative research grants from governments and
funding bodies.

‘Ambassador for archaeology’ 
Hawass was head of Egypt’s Supreme Coun-

cil of Antiquities from 2002 to 2011 and then
briefly minister of antiquities in early 2011. It was
a portfolio especially created for him. But he had
to give it up right after the 2011 revolution that
unseated long-time autocrat Hosni Mubarak.
Employees hurled abuse at him amid charges of
nepotism and accusations of smuggling antiqui-
ties to overseas buyers as he was escorted out
of the Egyptian Museum. He left in a haze of cor-
ruption allegations along with other Mubarak al-
lies. A case brought against him was overturned
and the charges dropped on legal technicalities.
Hawass maintains his innocence and boasts that
the case never made it to court.

Under President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi, he re-
mains an influential figure in the field, and he is
effusive in his praise of the general-turned-
politician saying he “saved Egypt”. There have
been rumors of a bitter rivalry between him and
the current minister of antiquities, Khaled El-
Enany, but Hawass dismisses such talk saying his
successor is “doing a very good job”. “Enany
when he came he depended on the people that I
trained,” he said. “And he calls me for advice all
the time.”  — AFP 

Egypt archaeologist Hawass sees 
role as ‘custodian’ of antiquities

Zahi Hawass, Egyptian archaeologist and former antiquities minister, stands before the Great Sphinx
of Giza during a lecture with a tourist group on ancient Egyptian history, at the Giza Necropolis on
the southeastern outskirts of the capital. — AFP


